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Cluster abundances are oddly insensitive to canonical early dark energy. Early dark energy with
sound speed equal to the speed of light cannot be distinguished from a quintessence model with
the equivalent expansion history for z < 2 but negligible early dark energy density, despite the
different early growth rate. However, cold early dark energy, with a sound speed much smaller
than the speed of light, can give a detectable signature. Combining cluster abundances with cosmic
microwave background power spectra can determine the early dark energy fraction to 0.3% and
distinguish a true sound speed of 0.1 from 1 at 99% confidence. We project constraints on early
dark energy from the Euclid cluster survey, as well as the Dark Energy Survey, using both current
and projected Planck CMB data, and assess the impact of cluster mass systematics. We also
quantify the importance of dark energy perturbations, and the role of sound speed during a crossing
of w = −1.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the physics behind cosmic acceleration
requires clear characterization of the properties of dark
energy. This includes its dynamics, e.g. equation of state
behavior w(z), its degrees of freedom, e.g. perturbations
or sound speed cs(z), and its persistence, i.e. presence of
dark energy at high redshift. Distance measurements are
most sensitive to the first of these properties [1–3]. Cos-
mic microwave background (CMB) data can constrain
the second and third to some extent [4–11] in particu-
lar if correlated with large scale structure observations.
Growth of large scale structure might be expected to also
be affected by perturbations and early dark energy [7, 12–
17], but normalization to the present growth amplitude
or abundance removes almost all this sensitivity [14].
For perturbations in the dark energy to have an appre-
ciable influence on the matter power spectrum and large
scale clustering, two conditions are necessary. The first
is that the dark energy equation of state, or pressure to
density, ratio w must be significantly different from −1,
the cosmological constant value, since the influence of
perturbation enters with a prefactor 1+w (see [7] for an-
alytic scalings). Since data constraints indicate that at
low redshift w ≈ −1, we need persistence of dark energy
to high redshift, where w can be significantly different
from −1, approaching w ≈ 0. Thus we talk about early
dark energy, that may have a fraction of the critical den-
sity Ωde(zlss) ≈ 10
−2 at the CMB last scattering surface
rather than ΩΛ(zlss) ≈ 10
−9.
The second requirement is that the sound horizon
csH
−1 of the dark energy perturbations be well within
the Hubble scale H . Dark energy clusters only on scales
outside its sound horizon and smaller than the Hubble
scale, H < k < H/cs, where k is the perturbation wave-
mode, in the same way that matter clumps only on scales
greater than its own Jeans scale. Thus, inclusion of dark
energy perturbations per se is not the key, but perturba-
tions that can grow. Therefore we require that the sound
speed be small compared to the speed of light, cs ≪ 1.
This is referred to as cold dark energy [8, 18]. In this
article we explore signatures of cold early dark energy on
galaxy cluster abundances.
In Sec. II we discuss the influence of dark energy in
terms of its expansion history and perturbations, espe-
cially on the matter power spectrum and cluster mass
function. We compute the cluster abundances in Sec. III
in different models for forthcoming surveys to determine
the signal to noise of the dark energy signature. Includ-
ing cosmological parameter and observational systemat-
ics covariance in Sec. IV we project constraints on the
dark energy properties.
II. DARK ENERGY EFFECTS ON MATTER
CLUSTERING
Dark energy acts to suppress the growth of matter
structures through increasing the Hubble friction and re-
ducing the matter source term (see, e.g., [19] for detailed
discussion). Early dark energy, through its persistence to
higher redshifts, strengthens the suppression. Even if at
early times the dark energy has w ≈ 0, i.e. acts roughly
like matter in the expansion, the reduction in the source
term for matter perturbations causes suppression.
Of course the dark energy itself has perturbations, as
any fluid with w 6= −1 must, but these generally pro-
vide negligible contribution to the Poisson term sourc-
ing the matter perturbations. For example, [7, 20] show
that for a canonical sound speed cs = 1, the ratio of the
dark energy perturbation power spectrum to the matter
power spectrum goes as (k/H)−4. Even at wavemode
k = 0.01 h/Mpc, only accessible to very large scale struc-
2ture surveys, dark energy only contributes ∼ 10−8 as
much power as matter does. Therefore canonical dark en-
ergy, even early dark energy, has negligible effect on the
matter growth, power spectrum, or cluster abundances
other than through its expansion effects on the growth.
If this is normalized out by fixing the mass fluctuation
amplitude σ8 today, then there is remarkable insensitiv-
ity to the presence of early dark energy.
This was demonstrated in detail through comput-
ing the matter power spectrum and halo mass function
(HMF) from N-body simulations and showing their close
agreement with ΛCDM computations [14]. This was also
seen for the HMF for a different early dark energy model
in [15], assuming the ΛCDM linear collapse threshold δc
within the spherical collapse formalism, and [16] derived
that δc is indeed near the ΛCDM value. The insensi-
tivity is robust to the manner of identifying halos and
the specific mass function used. At redshifts z > 0, few-
tens of percent level deviations can arise in cluster abun-
dances with mass M > 1014M⊙/h due to the differing
growth histories [14]. The internal structure of clusters,
e.g. their concentrations, could also show signs of the dif-
fering growth history of early dark energy [15].
Differences in the HMF within another early dark en-
ergy model were found in [17] but this is due to strongly
differing values of the present matter fluctuations, i.e.
σ8. It is not due to the inclusion of dark energy per-
turbations; note that [14] included perturbations in the
initial linear power spectrum of the simulations and as
mentioned above [7] calculated the effect of perturba-
tions and found them to be negligible for canonical dark
energy. These results leave open the possibility that cold
early dark energy could give detectable effects on the
HMF ([7] found signatures from it in the matter and
CMB power spectra). We investigate this in the next
section. In general we should note that a cold early dark
energy component is expected to be more inhomogenous
then a component with a sound speed of cs = 1. On the
non-linear level this could lead to stronger backreaction
effects also on the matter distribution and hence alter-
ing the HMF on a level beyond the one included in the
change of the linear matter power spectrum. However in
order to simulate this effect properly we would need to
include the scalar field on a grid in N-body simulations.
This is an extremely demanding task, which so far has
only been addressed in the context of scalar-tensor theo-
ries [21–23]. We follow the approach to only include the
changes in the linear power spectrum and propagate to
the nonlinear regime in the standard way as described
below. We expect that this will result in conservative
constraints, which might be tighter once the full nonlin-
ear behaviour is taken into account.
III. CLUSTER MASS FUNCTION SIGNALS
The halo mass function is generally calculated from a
fitting form that is a function of the linear mass fluctua-
tion amplitude on the scale corresponding to the cluster
mass, σ(M, z). A popular modern form, adopted here, is
the Tinker et al. [24] mass function,
dn
dM
= f(σ)
ρ¯m
M
d ln σ−1
dM
(1)
f(σ) = A
[(σ
b
)−d
+ 1
]
e−c/σ
2
(2)
σ2(M, z) = 4pi
∫
dk k2 P (k, z)W 2(kR) , (3)
where n is the cluster abundance, f is the multiplicity
function, P is the linear matter power spectrum, and W
is the window function on scale R corresponding to mass
M .
The linear power spectrum for a dark energy model,
cold and early or not, can be calculated from a modified
version of CAMB [25]. This includes perturbations in
the dark energy; see the discussion later of their special
importance for cold early dark energy.
The Tinker et al. mass function has been investigated
for universality with respect to cosmology, however not
for early dark energy models. As mentioned above, one
would need to carry out involved N-body simulations of
each such model, including dark energy fields to follow
their perturbations (and testing halo identification with
respect to virialization). On the other hand, [14, 15]
showed that older mass functions such as Jenkins et
al. [26], Sheth-Tormen [27], and Warren et al. [28], while
also calibrated from Λ, still agreed as well with N-body
simulations of early dark energy cosmologies. Further-
more, [16] demonstrated that the linear collapse thresh-
old for early dark energy, as enters the Sheth-Tormen
and similar excursion set approaches, was quite similar
to ΛCDM. For low sound speed, the clustering of the
dark energy fluid makes it act more like standard mat-
ter, and hence this is even more true as computed by [29],
and so the mass function form should be even more ac-
ceptable, although a final verdict requires the inclusion
of an inhomogenous cold early dark energy component
in the simulations. For conservative reasons we assume
the Tinker et al. HMF holds for the cold early dark en-
ergy models, with the same constant coefficients given in
[24]; we note that this HMF is commonly used in the lit-
erature for non-ΛCDM cosmologies, although eventually
simulations should verify the level of universality.
The signal to noise of a cold early dark energy compo-
nent in the cluster mass function is given by the deviation
of the abundance relative to a fiducial model, say, ΛCDM
with the same cosmological parameters other than those
for dark energy,
S
N
=
Nmodel −Nfid
δNmodel
, (4)
where this can be evaluated for each mass bin and red-
shift bin (or summed in quadrature over them), and δN
represents the measurement uncertainty of the cluster
abundance (e.g. Poisson error) within the bin.
3Survey characteristics enter through the mass thresh-
old, below which clusters cannot be detected, redshift
range, and the Poisson error that follows from the sur-
vey volume (as well as systematic uncertainties discussed
in the next section). We consider specific surveys in the
next section.
Figure 1 plots the signal to noise for distinguishing
three different cosmologies relative to ΛCDM with the
Euclid cluster survey (discussed further in the next sec-
tion). The early dark energy density is taken to be of the
Doran-Robbers form [13], asymptoting to an early time
fraction Ωe = 0.01, at the current limits when the sound
speed is fixed to the speed of light. The current equation
of state is chosen to be w0 = −0.99, almost the same as
a cosmological constant.
FIG. 1. Cluster abundance deviations from ΛCDM are shown
in terms of signal to noise. Early dark energy with cs = 1
(dashed curve) agrees closely with ΛCDM despite the different
growth and expansion history. Matching the EDE expansion
history with a quintessence model with no early dark energy
(dotted curve: w0 = −0.99, wa = 0.04) shows virtually no
difference in their cluster abundances. However, cold early
dark energy with cs = 0 (solid curve) gives slightly more
significant differences.
When the sound speed cs = 1, then the cluster abun-
dance agrees closely with ΛCDM at each redshift, al-
ways with S/N < 1 in each 0.1 redshift bin. Thus, even
though their early expansion and growth histories are
distinct, the cluster abundance is insensitive to these,
as found in [14, 15]. To focus on the different growth
history, we can use the fitting form of [30] that identi-
fied nearly identical expansion histories between an early
dark energy cosmology and a corresponding quintessence
model that has no early dark energy. The rule of thumb
is that a quintessence model with the same current equa-
tion of state w0 and a time variation wa ≈ 5Ωe would
have nearly the same expansion history as the early dark
energy model for z < 2 (where the cluster observations
are). We find that wa = 0.04 matches the Ωe = 0.01 early
dark energy case to 0.1% in distance and 0.4% in volume
element for z < 2. In Fig. 1 we see that these matched
models have nearly identical cluster abundances, despite
very different early expansion history (e.g. Ωde = 6×10
−9
vs 0.01 at z = 1090).
However, the cold early dark energy model has signifi-
cantly different cluster abundances. This simple signal to
noise estimation, using the number of clusters expected
from the Euclid satellite [31], shows an easily detectable
signal deviating from ΛCDM, with a single bin S/N ≈ 2
for each bin in 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 1.9. This appears promising.
Note that for cold dark energy the treatment of per-
turbations in the dark component is crucial. Appendix A
assesses the impact of the perturbations, comparing the
standard differential equation for the growth factor to
full solutions of the Boltzmann equations. Appendix B
discusses general properties of perturbations when the
equation of state ratio w crosses −1 (although our early
dark energy model stays at w > −1), especially the role
of sound speed.
The total detectability of deviations from ΛCDM will
be enhanced by summing over all redshifts, and tomog-
raphy in mass bins helps as well. Conversely, covariance
with other cosmological parameters and systematic con-
tributions to the uncertainty above the Poisson level will
decrease the possible signal. We incorporate these into a
more realistic calculation of early dark energy character-
ization in the next section.
IV. DETECTION OF COLD EARLY DARK
ENERGY
A. Survey Characteristics
Here we consider prospective parameter constraints
arising from future Dark Energy Survey (DES [32]) and
Euclid clustering data. To accurately constrain cosmo-
logical parameters, we must take into account system-
atics that are used to model the various uncertainties
associated with the survey selection function and cluster
scaling relations (see, e.g., [33, 34]).
To calculate the mass of a cluster we assume an ap-
proach based on photometric richness (additional infor-
mation, not used here, may come from weak gravitational
lensing within Euclid, or Sunyaev-Zel’dovich and X-ray
surveys). Systematics in this relation are treated through
a bias and a scatter.
To account for possible bias between the cluster rich-
ness mass estimate and the true cluster mass, we define
the mass bias as
ln(Mbias) = A+B ln(1 + z) , (5)
where A,B are nuisance parameters to be marginalised
over. We have accounted for a possible power law evolu-
tion with redshift, as extolled in [35]. We set the fiducial
values as A = B = 0 and assign the quantities Gaussian
priors σA = σB = 0.25. For the theoretical exercise here
we neglect photo-z errors, effects of purity and complete-
ness of the sample, the covariance between the cluster-
4ing of clusters and the counts. However we include the
sample variance due to large scale structure and use the
clustering of clusters as additional probe.
We also model the intrinsic scatter around the selection
function as a lognormal distribution with dispersion
σlnM = σlnM0 − 1 + (1 + z)
2β . (6)
In [36] it is estimated that σlnM0 = 0.2 and we take
β = 0.125. For our forecast analysis we adopt conserva-
tive Gaussian priors σ(σlnM0) = 0.1, σ(β) = 0.1. Given
the uncertainty in forecasting the performance of experi-
ments, we take the same priors for both DES and Euclid,
though over different redshift ranges. In general we find
that the survey results are not strongly influenced by the
priors.
For the forecast for Euclid, we take the survey mass
threshold sensitivity limit to be a weakly redshift de-
pendent function varying between Mlim ∼ 10
13.5h−1M⊙
at z = 0.2 to a roughly constant value of Mlim ∼
1014.1h−1M⊙ at 0.4 < z < 2 [31, 37], which corresponds
to a 3σ detection limit, assuming a simple overdensity
detection threshold. We bin the clusters in redshift, with
bins of width ∆z = 0.1 between z = (0.2, 2), and in mass,
using four bins between Mlim(z) and M = 10
15h−1M⊙
and one between M = 1015h−1M⊙ and an arbitrarily
large upper bound, taken to be M = 1017h−1M⊙. We
have checked that using ten bins between Mlim(z) and
M = 1015h−1M⊙ yields very similar results. For the
DES analysis, we use a constant mass limit Mlim =
1.2× 1014h−1M⊙ over the range z = (0, 1) [38], and the
same number of mass bins as for Euclid. Survey charac-
teristics used are summarized in Table I.
Survey Area (deg2) z Mlim(h
−1M⊙)
Euclid 15,000 0.2–2 ∼ 1014
DES 5,000 0–1 1.2 × 1014
TABLE I. Survey characteristics adopted for our forecasts are
shown for two forthcoming optical cluster surveys, including
sky area, redshift range z, and limiting mass threshold Mlim.
B. Cosmological Constraints
To explore cluster abundance constraints on cold early
dark energy cosmology we carry out a Fisher information
analysis as a first indication of detectability. In addition
to the standard six parameters of physical baryon density
Ωbh
2, total matter density Ωm, reduced Hubble constant
h, mass fluctuation amplitude σ8, scalar perturbation tilt
ns, and optical depth τ , we include the cold early dark
energy parameters of the early dark energy density Ωe,
present equation of state ratio w0, and sound speed cs.
We take Planck fiducials [39] for the standard parame-
ters, plus Ωe = 0.009 and w0 = −0.97, within current
constraints.
Since the magnitude of cs could range substantially
from 1 (or more) to very small values, and since it enters
the perturbation equations as c2s, we take ln c
2
s as the
sound speed parameter. To test whether clusters could
possibly distinguish cold early dark energy, unlike other
probes, we choose a fiducial of cs = 0.1 or ln c
2
s = −4.6.
For larger cs, perturbations will be suppressed and so the
signature will be absent, while for smaller cs the lack of
suppression saturates [7] and so sensitivity to the exact
value of cs degrades. Similar properties hold for cosmic
microwave background power spectra, as seen in Fig. 4
top panel of [8]. Thus a fiducial ln c2s = −4.6 provides
good leverage for distinguishing cold early dark energy.
We discuss the influence of the fiducial value, and a linear
rather than log distribution, later in this section.
Taking the survey characteristics for Euclid given
above, in conjunction with the estimated final Planck
cosmic microwave background sensitivity [40], we project
constraints on the cosmological parameters. Note that
without CMB information, the degeneracies present in
the cluster mass function prevent meaningful constraints.
For example, the sound speed has correlation coefficients
exceeding 0.8 amplitude with Ωch
2 and ns. Thus, even
though we find that clusters give stronger unmarginalized
estimation of cs than from CMB, for the marginalized un-
certainty the CMB leverage dominates. Conversely, the
CMB has strong degeneracies for the early dark energy
model, such as on w0, that cluster data breaks.
Figure 2 shows the likelihood contours for pairs of dark
cosmology parameters, marginalized over all other pa-
rameters including systematics. The data would distin-
guish between 0.9% early dark energy density and none,
and between actual cold early dark energy (low cs) and
regular (cs = 1, i.e. ln c
2
s = 0) early dark energy. As
discussed below, the converse does not hold: if cs = 1 in
truth, we could not distinguish it from cold dark energy
since the lack of leverage if cs ≈ 1 means its estimation
uncertainty is high.
Cluster mass systematics do not play a large role. In
fact, the survey selfcalibrates (σlnM0 , β, lnMbias,0, B) to
uncertainties of (0.033, 0.014, 0.055, 0.057). In particular
this means that we do not require stringent information
on the redshift evolution of the systematics. With no pri-
ors on the systematics parameters, the early dark energy
density is determined to σ(Ωe) = 0.00352, for the present
dark energy density σ(w0) = 0.0309, and for the sound
speed σ(ln c2s) = 1.82. The two early dark parameters
are only mildly correlated with the standard set. For our
fiducial priors on the systematics, (0.1, 0.1, 0.25, 0, 25), we
find σ(Ωe) = 0.00348, σ(w0) = 0.0299, σ(ln c
2
s) = 1.82.
Without systematics the uncertainties would be 0.0255,
0.0180, 1.07 respectively.
While a fiducial of cold early dark energy can be dis-
tinguished clearly from standard early dark energy or no
early dark energy, this is not true for a fiducial of stan-
dard early dark energy. Table II gives the marginalized
cosmological parameter estimation for our baseline fidu-
cial sound speed cs = 0.1, for fiducial cs = 1, and also
when sound speed is fixed to cs = 1. The sound speed
cs = 1 can be confused with c
2
s = 1/3 (ln c
2
s = −1.1) at
5FIG. 2. 68% confidence level contours from projected Euclid (black) and DES (light blue) cluster abundances, with projected
Planck CMB data, are shown for estimation of pairs of dark cosmology parameters, marginalized over all other parameters.
The fiducial parameters are indicated by the yellow dots.
1σ, and we find below that in fact it is essentially un-
constrained. This is due to the property discussed ear-
lier that near the extremes of the cs range, not only is
the exact value of cs hard to determine, but degenera-
cies with other parameters come into play. Similar con-
clusions have been reached recently on constraints pro-
jected for weak lensing and galaxy clustering probes [41].
To test the robustness of this conclusion we also use c2s
rathan than ln c2s as the parameter.
Case Ωch
2 Ωe w0 ln c
2
s
c2
s
c2
s
= 0.01 (fid) 0.0018 0.0035 0.030 1.82 0.018
c2
s
= 1 (fid) 0.0018 0.0057 0.045 1.42 1.43
c2
s
= 1 fixed 0.0018 0.0047 0.042 – –
TABLE II. 1σ constraints from projected Euclid cluster abun-
dance and future Planck CMB data (full temperature and po-
larization) on dark energy parameters are compared for dif-
ferent fiducial cases of the sound speed. The last two columns
are the errors obtained when the sound speed (squared) pa-
rameter is taken to be log or linear, respectively.
Case Ωch
2 Ωe w0 ln c
2
s
c2
s
c2
s
= 0.01 (fid) 0.0020 0.0051 0.050 2.78 0.042
c2
s
= 1 (fid) 0.0021 0.0045 0.053 3.58 1.15
c2
s
= 1 fixed 0.0021 0.0046 0.052 – –
TABLE III. As Table II but for projected Euclid cluster abun-
dance and current Planck CMB temperature data (including
WMAP polarisation data).
The dark energy sound speed constraint arises predom-
inantly from the CMB data. Since a first Planck data
release is available, we can compare the constraints us-
ing this partial temperature data plus WMAP polariza-
tion data [42] vs the projected future full temperature
plus polarization Planck data. To use the current Planck
data, we modify CosmoMC [43] and perform a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo analysis varying over the standard six
cosmological parameters and in addition the cold early
dark energy parameters Ωe, w0, and ln c
2
s. These results
in combination with projected Euclid cluster data are
6shown in Table III. CMB-only constraints, for current
data and for projected full Planck data, are shown in
Table IV.
Case Ωch
2 Ωe w0 ln c
2
s
Current (T + WMAP pol) 0.0030 0.0054 0.350 3.72
Full (TT,TE,EE) 0.0020 0.0039 0.420 1.94
TABLE IV. Comparison of 1σ constraints from the CMB-
only analysis is shown using the current actual data release
(temperature only Planck with WMAP polarisation) vs the
projected full Planck temperature and polarization data. In
the MCMC analysis using current data the sound speed is
only weakly constrained. (Note there is a large difference
between the w0 best fit value for the MCMC and the fiducial
in the projected Fisher analysis).
C. Survey Comparison
Cluster abundance data will become available from
DES in the near term, with Euclid data following sev-
eral years later. Euclid will have a larger sky area, en-
hanced redshift range, and somewhat lower mass thresh-
old. These will also impact the systematics control. Fig-
ure 2 compares the constraints that will be enabled by
these cluster surveys when combined with Planck data.
Cluster abundances play an important role in estimat-
ing the dark energy equation of state today w0, to which
the CMB is insensitive, and we find that Euclid will pro-
vide significantly improved constraints, by a factor of
∼ 2.5 better even than DES. The early dark energy sound
speed, and energy density, are substantially determined
by the CMB data alone.
For cold early dark energy, its density can be deter-
mined to 0.3% of the critical density when combining
clusters plus CMB, even fitting simultaneously for the
sound speed. Cold early dark energy can clearly be dis-
tinguished from the canonical case with cs = 1, if it really
is cold, but if it is canonical then cold dark energy cannot
be ruled out.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The halo mass function describing the abundance of
massive galaxy clusters is sensitive to properties of both
the background expansion and the growth of structure.
Since growth involves the expansion history at all ear-
lier times, one might hope to use growth as a probe
of the presence of early dark energy, such as appears
in many high energy physics theories. However, cluster
abundances and other growth measurements have been
previously found to have difficulty discriminating early
dark energy due to the ability of time varying dark en-
ergy to mimic its effects. Here we show that cold early
dark energy, where the dark energy perturbation effects
are enhanced, can be distinguished by a combination of
cluster abundance and CMB data.
The Euclid satellite cluster survey, in conjunction with
CMB data, will be able to detect the existence of early
dark energy with 0.9% density at the 99% confidence
level, and moreover detect that the early dark energy is
cold (cs . 0.1) rather than canonical (cs = 1) at 99% con-
fidence (if it really is cold). Note that early dark energy
models obviate the need for the dark energy equation of
state today to be significantly different from w ≈ −1 in
order for sound speed to have a reasonable impact. More-
over, many high energy physics models, such as Dirac-
Born-Infeld dark energy or various string-inspired mod-
els, have specifically cold early dark energy.
Near term cluster surveys such as DES will have suf-
ficient leverage to break degeneracies in CMB data and
in combination achieve similar limits on Ωe and cs. The
constraints on the present dark energy equation of state
will have uncertainties σ(w0) ∼ 0.06, improving to ∼ 0.03
with Euclid.
Interestingly, the complementarity of cluster and CMB
data leads to good selfcalibration of the cluster mass sys-
tematics, including allowance for redshift evolution in the
scatter and bias. The Euclid cluster survey has sufficient
information to determine the uncertainty in the scatter,
σ(σ(lnM0)) to 0.033, for example. Further reducing sys-
tematics, or tightening the estimation of Ωch
2, would
help better determine the sound speed, reducing its frac-
tional uncertainty by almost a factor of 2.
These results offer promising signs for the ability
of next generation cluster abundance measurements to
probe the nature of early dark energy. Further lever-
age could come from more precise CMB lensing mea-
surements from ground based polarization experiments,
and from crosscorrelation of the CMB with high redshift
tracers of the density field (cf. [44]). While lower redshift
measurements provide important information on dark en-
ergy dynamics, higher redshift measurements of structure
growth illuminate the two other important properties of
dark energy: its persistence and internal degrees of free-
dom.
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Appendix A: Influence of Perturbations on Matter
Growth
As discussed in the Introduction, for dark energy per-
turbations to influence growth of large scale structure
one requires the dark energy equation of state to be suf-
ficiently different from−1 at a time when there is nonneg-
ligible dark energy density, and a low dark energy sound
speed. This led to consideration of the class of cold early
dark energy models. If one only includes the expansion
effects of the dark energy on the matter growth, and not
the impact of the dark energy perturbations, for example
through solving the usual second order differential equa-
tion for the matter density perturbation δm sourced only
by itself, then one obtains inaccurate results relative to
solving the coupled linear Boltzmann equations, as in for
example CAMB.
Here we quantify this deviation in the matter growth
from neglecting the dark energy perturbations. Fig-
ure 3 shows the growth factorD(z) obtained from solving
the usual second order differential equation for growth,
D¨+2HD˙−4piGρm(a)D = 0, relative to the growth ampli-
tude of the density power spectrum,
√
P (z) from CAMB
modified for cold early dark energy, all normalized to to-
day. For a canonical cold early dark energy case (such as
in the main text) the inaccuracy is of order (Ωe/0.02)%
at z = 1.5, scale independent for k & 0.005 h/Mpc. Dark
energy, early or not, with cs = 1 has negligible perturba-
tions on these scales, and so negligible deviation. When
there is no early dark energy then the deviation is roughly
proportional to (1 + w)/(1 − 3w) for constant w with
cs = 0 (see [7]), and below 0.5% for w < −0.9.
Appendix B: Perturbations When Crossing w = −1
Given the role that dark energy perturbations can play
in structure growth, it is of interest to ensure the pertur-
bations remain well behaved. When w crosses −1 (which
it does not do for the models considered in the main
text), it is not obvious from the Boltzmann evolution
equations for the density and velocity perturbations that
good behavior is guaranteed. Here we present an analysis
demonstrating the conditions under which the crossing
does not disrupt the perturbation evolution, including
the effect of sound speed behavior. Detailed discussions
of the behaviour of dark energy at the (1+w) = 0 barrier
can be found in [45–47].
Adopting the conventions of [48] (MB), the metric is
g00 = −a
2(1 + 2ψ), g0i = 0, gij = a
2(1 − 2φ)δij , (B1)
FIG. 3. Neglect of dark energy perturbations causes devi-
ations in estimation of the matter growth given by ∆ =
[D(z)/D(0)]/
√
P (z)/P (0)−1, where the linear matter power
spectrum P is calculated including the perturbations and
the growth factor D neglects them. The case of cold early
dark energy with Ωe = 0.01, cs = 0, w0 = −0.99 is shown
by the solid (nearly identical dotted) curve for wavenumber
k = 0.2 h/Mpc (0.005 h/Mpc). By contrast, the no early dark
energy w = −0.99, cs = 0 case (dashed curve) has negligible
perturbations, and the w = −0.9, cs = 0 case (dot-dashed
curve) nearly so.
and the perturbation equations are
k2
H20
φ+ 3H¯2 (ψ + φ′) = −
4piGa2
H20
∑
i
ρiδi (B2)
φ = ψ (B3)
H¯δ′ = −(1 + w)
(
θ − 3H¯φ′
)
− 3H¯
(
δP
δρ
− w
)
δ (B4)
H¯θ′ = −H¯(1− 3w)θ − H¯
w′
1 + w
θ +
δP/δρ
1 + w
k2
H20
δ +
k2
H20
ψ(B5)
H¯δ′m = −
(
θm − 3H¯φ
′
)
(B6)
H¯θ′m = −H¯θm +
k2
H20
ψ (B7)
2H¯H¯′ = −(1 + 3w)
(
H¯2 −
Ωm
a
−
Ωrad
a2
)
−
Ωm
a
− 2
Ωrad
a2
(B8)
ρ′i = −3(1 + wi)ρi (B9)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to N =
ln a (or equivalently x), θ = θMB/H0, c
2
s = δP/δρ, and
H¯ = H/H0. To solve this system of equations in the
vicinity of the time Ns when the evolving dark energy
equation crosses w = −1, we use a power series expansion
in x = N −Ns and the method of Frobenius.
Specifically, we take
w(x) = −1 + w1x
α +O
(
xα+1
)
. (B10)
Generally we expect α = 1 but we allow the crossing
to be at an inflection point with integer α > 1. We
must also consider the second free function c2s , which we
8parametrize near the crossing as
c2s (|x| ≪ 1) = c0x
β , (B11)
where c0 is a constant and β = 0, < 0, > 0 give three
distinct cases. We take the ansatz
δ =
∞∑
n=0
δnx
n+kδ θ =
∞∑
n=0
θnx
n+kθ (B12)
δm =
∞∑
n=0
δm,nx
n+km θm =
∞∑
n=0
θm,nx
n+km (B13)
φ =
∞∑
n=0
φnx
n+kφ (B14)
where kδ, kθ, kφ are real numbers, determined using the
indicial equations of the corresponding series solution.
We insert Eqs. (B12-B14) into Eqs. (B2-B9).
Before doing so, we calculate ρi and H¯ to second order
in x using
H¯2 =
8piGa2
3H20
(ρm + ρrad + ρde) (B15)
ρ′m = −3ρm (B16)
ρ′rad = −4ρrad (B17)
ρ′de = −3 (1 + w(N)) ρde . (B18)
The solution is given by
ρm = ρm,s
(
1− 3x+ 9x2 +O(x3)
)
(B19)
ρrad = ρr,s
(
1− 4x+ 16x2 +O(x3)
)
(B20)
ρde = ρde,s
(
1− 3
w1
1 + α
xα+1 +O(xα+2)
)
(B21)
H¯ =
[
8piGe2Ns(ρm,s + ρr,s + ρde,s)
3H20
]1/2
(B22)
×
[
1−
(
3ρm,s + 4ρr,s
2ρm,s + 2ρr,s + 2ρde,s
−
1
2Ns
)
x
]
+O(x2)
We can now substitute the ansatz for δ, θ and the above
expansions into the perturbation equations. Assuming
the matter perturbations are well behaved during the
dark energy crossing implies km = 0 and kφ = 0. Hence
δm, θm and φ all approach constant values at the crossing
x = 0.
To solve for the remaining variables, we use the ex-
pansions for θ and δ in Eq. (B4). Our approach will be
to combine the equations for θ and δ by differentiating
Eq. (B5) and then removing δ and δ′. The resulting sec-
ond order equation for θ will yield the indicial equation,
the solutions of which will correspond to the leading or-
der behaviour of θ. This can then be used in Eq. (B12)
to obtain δ. Keeping only the most singular terms, we
find the following equation for kθ,
k2θ + (2α− β − 1)kθ − α(β − α+ 1) = 0 , (B23)
and kδ = 0. This implies the dark energy density pertur-
bation stays constant in an infinitesimal interval around
the crossing, but the momentum perturbation may di-
verge. The two roots of the equation are
kθ = 1 + β − α ; kθ = −α (B24)
but the second root always leads to divergence. The first
root gives stable perturbations for β ≥ α − 1. If β < 0,
i.e. the sound speed diverges at the crossing, then the
momentum does as well for all α.
The key criterion
β ≥ α− 1 (B25)
can be seen heuristically from the θ′ equation. Terms on
the right hand side can diverge no more severely than
x−1 in order that the integration over x to get θ gives
a bounded θ. For the term involving w′/(1 + w) ∼ x−1
this is fulfilled for all α, but the sound speed term gives
xβ/xα = xβ−α so we require β − α ≥ −1, precisely the
criterion above.
The next to leading order behaviour is dependent upon
the values of α, β. If we concentrate on the case (α, β) =
(1, 0), then we find
δ1 = −
w1
H¯s
θ0 − 3(1 + c0)δ0 (B26)
θ1 = −4θ0 +
c0
w1H¯s
k2
H20
δ0 . (B27)
The zeroth order coefficients δ0 and θ0 are determined
by the two initial conditions required for the two first
order equations. The divergent second root θ ∼ x−α
can be removed by setting the initial condition such that
θ0 = 0. The dark energy perturbations in the vicinity of
the crossing are therefore well behaved for this case, with
δ = δ0
(
1− 3(1 + c0)x +O(x
2)
)
(B28)
θ = δ0
(
c0
w1H¯s
k2
H20
+O(x)
)
. (B29)
Of course, in numerical studies it is not possible to evade
the divergent root of θ by choosing initial conditions
appropriately, and so one must resort to other means
[45, 46]. The underlying physics of the singular solution
at the crossing is well understood [47].
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